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A one-pot “shielding-to-etching” strategy
to synthesize amorphous MoS2 modified
CoS/Co0.85Se heterostructured nanotube arrays
for boosted energy-saving H2 generation†

Yulin Sun,a Saijun Wang,a Jiqiang Ning,b Ziyang Zhang,b Yijun Zhonga and
Yong Hu *a

In this study, a facile one-pot “shielding-to-etching” strategy has been designed for the synthesis of amor-

phous MoS2 modified CoS/Co0.85Se heterostructured nanotube arrays (a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs) as a

highly efficient electrocatalyst for boosted energy-saving H2 production, using Co(OH)x(CO3)y nanorods

as the template. Interestingly, these multi-composition and hollow structured products were achieved in

a controllable manner via only a one-pot synthesis, in which the nanorods with shielding layers were

firstly obtained and then converted into nanotubes through further etching reaction. Benefiting from the

combined nature of multiple-component hollow nanostructures, the electronic structure of the electro-

catalyst is efficiently modulated, the electron transfer and ion diffusion pathways are effectively shortened

and abundant active sites are created, which leads to excellent activity for urea oxidation and hydrogen

evolution reactions with the as-prepared a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs being employed as the electrodes.

As a result, the whole urea electrolysis cell exhibits a driven voltage of only 1.42 V to achieve a current

density of 10 mA cm−2, surpassing most reported transition-metal-based electrocatalysts. Moreover, a

battery-assisted urea electrolyzer was assembled as well to demonstrate the feasibility of practical less-

energy-intensive H2 generation. The method developed in this work is expected to broaden the way of

designing and synthesizing multiple-component hollow nanostructures for various applications.

1. Introduction

Hydrogen is an ideal energy candidate to solve the increasingly
serious energy exhaustion and environmental pollution pro-
blems caused by the overuse of fossil fuels.1,2 Currently, steam
methane reforming, coal gasification and water electrolysis are
supposed to be three main methods for industrial hydrogen
production.3 Compared with the first two methods which still
depend on fossil fuels and release carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere, electrochemical water splitting is regarded as an
ideal technology for hydrogen production owing to its environ-
mentally-friendly nature and long-term sustainability.4–7

However, limited by the sluggish kinetics of the anodic oxygen
evolution reaction (OER), the actual voltage realized for electro-

lytic water is much larger than the theoretical value of 1.23 V,
generally reaching 1.8–2.0 V.8,9 This restriction is expected
to be ameliorated by replacing the OER with the oxidation of
some more readily oxidizable molecules, such as hydrazine,10,11

ethanol,12 methanol,13 urea14 and so on.
Among the above-mentioned various options, urea electro-

lysis is an especially intriguing substitution because it can not
only reduce the energy consumption of hydrogen production
due to its theoretical low cell potential of only 0.37 V under
standard conditions which is much lower than that for conven-
tional water splitting, typically around 1.23 V,15 but also can
help to purify urea-rich wastewater.16,17 Unfortunately, the
anodic urea oxidation reaction (UOR) is still a challenging
issue due to its 6e− transfer process and therefore requires
efficient electrocatalysts to boost its reaction kinetics.17,18

Noble-metal based materials such as Pt and Rh are the state-
of-the-art electrocatalysts used to promote the UOR process,
but problems such as reserve scarcity and high cost practically
restrict their large-scale commercial applications.19 Therefore,
it is vital to develop earth-abundant transition metal-based
materials with high performance and low cost to realize high-
efficiency urea electrolysis.
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Recently, transition metal chalcogenides (TMCs) have been
attracting intense attention as a type of promising active
material.20–23 However, the development of TMCs with
remarkable electrocatalytic activity is still scanty, so a rational
design for the composition and structure of these materials
is desired.24,25 To engineer the performance of an electro-
catalyst, multicomponents or element doping are considered
to be propitious through efficient electronic regulation.26–29

On the other hand, a complex hollow architecture with func-
tional shells and inner voids allows short diffusion distance
and abundant exposed active sites for electrocatalytic
reactions.30–33 Therefore, hollow multicomponent transition
metal chalcogenides are promising materials for high-
efficiency urea electrolysis and have been widely reported in
the literature, but most of the methods to synthesise these
kinds of electrocatalysts need complex and time-consuming
multi-step processes.34–36

Herein, we present a unique one-pot “shielding-to-etching”
strategy to synthesize CoS/Co0.85Se heterostructured nanotube
arrays modified with amorphous MoS2 (a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se
HNTs) by using cobalt carbonate hydroxide nanorods
(CCH NRs) as the template and selenium powder (Se) and
ammonium thiomolybdate ((NH4)2MoS4) as reactants. With
this method, the construction of a multi-component and
hollow architecture can be realized in one step, where a shield-
ing coat is first formed on the nanorods and then further
etching of the core nanorods leads to heterogeneous nano-
tubes. The unique hollow heterostructure is featured with
increased exposed active sites, abundant electron transfer and
mass diffusion pathways and a tailored electronic structure,
and the as-obtained a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNT electrode shows
excellent electrocatalytic activity for both the UOR and hydro-
gen evolution reaction (HER). Remarkably, upon integrating
the developed electrocatalysts as both an anode and a cathode,
the resultant alkaline electrolytic electrolyzer exhibits a small
cell voltage of only 1.42 V to afford 10 mA cm−2, which is
much smaller than most reported state-of-the-art transition-
metal-based electrocatalysts for urea electrolysis. An efficient
battery-assisted overall urea electrolyzer was assembled as well
to demonstrate its potential application for practical less-
energy-intensive H2 generation.

2. Experimental section
Synthesis of CCH NRs

In a typical synthesis, a piece of nickel foam (NF, 2 cm × 4 cm)
was pre-treated by ultrasonic cleaning in 3 M HCl for
20 minutes and then washed with distilled water and ethanol
several times. 0.05 M Co(NO3)2·6H2O, 0.1 M NH4F and 0.25 M
CO(NH2)2 were dissolved in 35 mL of H2O under sonication to
obtain a pink solution. Subsequently, the solution and the
cleaned NF were transferred to a 45 ml Teflon-lined stainless
autoclave and kept at 120 °C for 9 h. Finally, the product was
taken out and washed with ethanol and distilled water several
times.

Synthesis of a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs

0.1 g Se powder and 0.091 g (NH4)2MoS4 were dissolved in a
mixture of 35 mL N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF)/ethanol
(5 : 2, v/v) with the assistance of ultrasonication for 20 minutes
and then transferred into a 45 mL Teflon-lined stainless auto-
clave. A piece of CCH NR precursor (1 cm × 4 cm) was
immersed in the solution mixture and reacted at 180 °C for
3 h. The final product was cleaned with ethanol and distilled
water several times.

Synthesis of a-MoS2/CoS HNSs

The synthesis procedure of a-MoS2/CoS HNSs is similar to that
of a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs except for the absence of Se
powder.

Synthesis of Co0.85Se NRs

The synthesis procedure of Co0.85Se NRs is similar to that
of a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs except for the absence of
(NH4)2MoS4.

Material characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements were con-
ducted on a Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron microanalyzer
with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) measurements were performed on a
JEM-2100F field-emission TEM at 200 kV. X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns were collected on a Philips PW3040/60 X-ray
diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation at a scanning rate of
0.06° s−1. Raman spectra were obtained on a LabRAM HR
Evolution Raman spectrometer with the excitation light of
532 nm. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were recorded on an
ESCALab MKII X-ray photoelectron spectrometer with Mg Kα
X-ray as the excitation source. The element contents of the
a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs were measured by inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES,
Leeman Labs, Prodigy).

Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical measurements of the as-prepared cata-
lysts were performed using a computer-controlled CHI 660E
electrochemical workstation with a three-electrode cell
system in 1.0 M KOH with 0.5 M urea aqueous solution. The
NF supported catalysts were directly employed as the working
electrodes, saturated calomel (SCE, saturated KCl) as a refer-
ence electrode and graphite rod as a counter electrode,
respectively. The polarization curves were obtained using
linear sweep voltammetry with a scan rate of 2 mV s−1. All
the potentials vs. SCE in this study were calibrated to the
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) reference scale as
follows: E(RHE) = E(SCE) + 0.059 pH + 0.242. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed
in the frequency range from 0.01 Hz to 100 000 Hz. All
the polarized curves obtained from LSV are without
iR-compensation.
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3. Results and discussion

The synthetic scheme of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Specifically, CCH NRs were
directly grown on nickel foam (NF) which acted as the self-
sacrificing template, and the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs were
obtained via an ingenious one-step “shielding-to-etching” for-
mation process in a facile solvothermal synthesis, which is
described in the yellow frame in Fig. 1. In the initial reaction
stage (i), Co2+ of the CCH NRs and Se2− of the Se powder react
(eqn (1)) to produce Co0.85Se which forms a shielding layer on
the nanorods. As the reaction progresses to stage (ii), MoS4

2−

decomposes slowly to produce MoS2 nanosheets (eqn (2a)) on
the surface of the core–shell nanostructure. Meanwhile, S2−

released from MoS4
2− would replace the CO3

2− and OH−

anions in CCH NRs to produce CoS through an anion-
exchange reaction (eqn (2b)). Owing to a much smaller radius,
Co2+ ions moved outward much more quickly than S2− ions
diffused inward, resulting in the formation of a hollow struc-
ture. Finally, CoS/Co0.85Se heterostructured nanotube arrays
decorated with amorphous MoS2 were obtained.

Co2þ þ Se2� ! Co0:85Se ð1Þ

MoS42� ! MoS2 þ S2� ð2aÞ

Co2þ þ S2� ! CoS ð2bÞ

The morphology of the as-prepared CCH NR electrode was
first determined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The
results illustrated in Fig. S1 in the ESI† indicate that the nano-
rods with smooth surfaces are vertically distributed on NF. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) was adopted to reveal the phase nature of the
CCH NRs. The peaks in Fig. S2 (see the ESI†) correspond well to
Co(CO3)0.5(OH)·0.11H2O (JCPDS 48-0083). As shown in Fig. 2a,
in the interesting “shielding-to-etching” reaction, the smooth
CCH NRs can be converted into a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs, and
the nanotube arrays are distributed uniformly on the NF sub-
strate. The magnified SEM image in Fig. 2b further reveals that
the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs exhibit obvious hollow structures
with small nanosheets on the surface. For the aim of compari-
son, Co0.85Se NRs were also synthesized without using
(NH4)2MoS4 in the solvothermal reaction, displaying a rough
surface as revealed by Fig. S3a and b (see the ESI†), and when
they were synthesized without using the reagent of Se powder,
the resultant amorphous MoS2 modified CoS heterostructured
nanosheets (a-MoS2/CoS HNSs) showed the collapse of the
nanorod arrays which have been completely converted into
nanosheets (Fig. S3c and d, see the ESI†). This suggests that
neither the use of (NH4)2MoS4 alone will be able to maintain the
structure of the nanorod arrays nor the presence of Se powder
alone will result in the expected hollow structure, which reveals
the critical importance of the combined use of both (NH4)2MoS4
and Se powder in synthesizing heterostructured nanotubes.

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the preparation of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs.
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To further explore the conversion of the a-MoS2/CoS/
Co0.85Se HNTs from CCH NRs, a series of samples were col-
lected at different reaction times. The morphology and compo-
sition of these samples were analyzed by SEM, TEM and XRD.
When the reaction time is only 0.5 h, the nanorods coated
with a shielding layer can be clearly observed as in Fig. S4a, d
and g (see the ESI†), revealing the transformation of the
smooth nanorods to the core–shell structure. The XRD
pattern in Fig. S4j (see the ESI†) shows the diffraction
peaks corresponding to Co0.85Se (JCPDS 52-1008) and

Co(CO3)0.5(OH)·0.11H2O (JCPDS 48-0083), verifying the trans-
formation from CCH to Co0.85Se. The shielding layer grows
thicker as the reaction time increases to 1 h (Fig. S4b, e and h,
see the ESI†). The XRD results in Fig. S4k (see the ESI†) also
confirm the existence of Co0.85Se and CCH. When the reaction
duration is prolonged up to 2 h, the surface of the product
becomes rougher with the core of the nanorods being partially
etched (Fig. S4c, f and i, see the ESI†). The XRD result in
Fig. S4l (see the ESI†) still shows the peaks which can be
ascribed to Co0.85Se and CCH. The diffraction intensities for

Fig. 2 (a, b) SEM images, (c, d) TEM images, (e) HRTEM image, (f ) SAED pattern and (g) STEM image of the as-prepared a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs.
(h–k) Elemental mapping images of Co, Mo, S and Se for a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs.
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Co0.85Se and CCH show no significant change in the three sets
of XRD patterns, which can be explained by the strong peaks
of the NF substrates. The nanorods are completely etched and
the nanotubes are obtained when the reaction time is further
extended to 3 h (Fig. 2a and b). So far, the gradual formation
of the hollow structure as a result of the increasing shell thick-
ness and the decreasing core diameter can be clearly observed,
which reveals the detailed processes of the one-pot “shielding-
to-etching” strategy.

The detailed morphology and crystal structures of the as-
prepared a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs were also investigated by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements
(Fig. 2c and d). The magnified TEM image of the a-MoS2/CoS/
Co0.85Se HNTs shown in Fig. 2d clearly reveals the well-defined
internal hollow structure with a diameter of about 50 nm and
the shell composed of interconnected small nanosheets. Such
a hollow structure endows the sample with abundant active
sites and shorter diffusion pathways which are beneficial for
the electrocatalytic performance.37 The high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) image of a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs taken from the
selected area as shown in Fig. 2d is presented in Fig. 2e, which
reveals two sets of clear lattice fringes. The interplanar spa-
cings of 0.27 nm and 0.29 nm correspond to the (101) plane of
the Co0.85Se and the (100) plane of CoS (65-3418), respectively.
The edge region marked with blue arrows is the layer of amor-
phous MoS2. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
pattern in Fig. 2f further proves the existence of Co0.85Se and
CoS. The yellow circles are attributed to the (101), (112) and
(004) planes of Co0.85Se and the orange ones correspond to the
(100) and (102) planes of CoS. The elemental mapping
measurements were performed to illustrate the distribution of
different elements in the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs. The
results in Fig. 2g–k distinctly reveal the uniform spatial distri-
bution of the Co, Mo, S and Se elements throughout the nano-
tubes. Additionally, the contents of Mo and Co elements in the
a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs are determined to be 23.21 and
10.75 wt% by ICP-AES, respectively.

As shown in Fig. S5a (see the ESI†), the characteristic XRD
diffraction peaks of Co0.85Se NRs can be ascribed to Co0.85Se
(JCPDS no. 52-1008). The XRD patterns of the a-MoS2/CoS
HNSs shown in Fig. S5b (see the ESI†) reveal the absence of
the diffraction peaks of MoS2 and CoS, which suggests that the
MoS2 in the sample is amorphous38 and the crystallinity of
CoS is relatively weak. In the XRD pattern of the a-MoS2/CoS/
Co0.85Se HNTs (Fig. 3a), no other significant peaks can be
detected except those for Co0.85Se (JCPDS no. 52-1008), also
suggesting the amorphous nature of MoS2,

39 consistent with
the result of TEM, and the weak crystallinity of CoS, which is
similar to the a-MoS2/CoS NSs. To avoid the influence of the
strong peaks of Ni, the as-prepared a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs
were exfoliated from the NF substrate for the XRD test by ultra-
sonic treatment. In order to further identify the existence of
Co0.85Se, MoS2 and CoS in the samples, Raman scattering
spectroscopy was also employed to characterize the product.
The results in Fig. S6 (see the ESI†) confirm the existence of
MoS2 (Raman peaks at 371 cm−1 and 402 cm−1 correspond to

the A1g and E2g
1 peaks of MoS2, respectively)40,41 and CoS

(Raman peaks at 188 cm−1, 471 cm−1, 512 cm−1 and 675 cm−1

correspond to the Ag, Eg, F2g and A1g peaks of CoS, respec-
tively)42 in the a-MoS2/CoS HNSs, Co0.85Se (Raman peaks at
188 cm−1, 467 cm−1, 508 cm−1 and 669 cm−1 correspond to the
Ag, Eg, F2g and A1g peaks of Co0.85Se, respectively)43 in the
Co0.85Se NRs and MoS2, CoS as well as Co0.85Se in the a-MoS2/
CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs (Fig. 3b).

To further identify the surface chemical compositions and
electronic state of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNT electrode,
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were
performed. The XPS spectrum for the Mo element in Fig. 3c
reveals the two major peaks of Mo 3d5/2 and Mo 3d3/2 at 228.7
and 232.1 eV, demonstrating the existence of Mo4+ of MoS2,
and the peak at 226.0 eV which can be attributed to S 2s of
MoS2.

38 The peak at 235.3 eV is attributed to Mo6+ which
might have resulted from the oxidation of the exposed surface
to air.20,44 Compared with a-MoS2/CoS HNSs, the binding ener-
gies of Mo 3d in the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs downshift by
about 0.3 eV, as reported in the previous literature,45 revealing
the strong interface interaction due to the introduction of
Co0.85Se. As shown in Fig. 3d, for the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se
HNTs, the two weak peaks at 778.3 and 793.4 eV can be well
fitted with metallic Co,30,46 and the main peaks at 781.4 and
797.5 eV can be ascribed to the Co2+ species.26,47 Compared
with the Co0.85Se NRs, the binding energies of Co 2p in the
a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs show an upshift which further con-
firms the electronic interactions of MoS2 with Co0.85Se. In
summary, an obvious downshift of Mo 3d peaks in the a-MoS2/
CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs in comparison with the a-MoS2/CoS HNSs
as well as an upshift of the binding energies of Co 2p in the
a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs compared to Co0.85Se NRs can be
observed, which suggests the formation of Co–Mo–S bonds
at the interfaces, consistent with some reported literature
reports.38,48 As shown in Fig. S7 (see the ESI†), an upshift of
Co 2p in a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs can be observed in com-
parison with the a-MoS2/CoS HNSs, which is consistent with
the Co 2p comparison of a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs and
Co0.85Se NRs. This result further reveals that the electron
migrates from Co to Mo in the heterostructure. In the spec-
trum of S 2p (Fig. 3e), the two sets of peaks locating at
161.0–162.9 eV and 161.7–164.3 eV are assigned to S2− and
S2

2− species, respectively.49,50 The S2
2− species derived from

the Co–Mo–S phase between the Co0.85Se and MoS2 are related
to the unsaturated sulfur atoms, which are regarded as the
active sites to boost the HER.38,51,52 The peak at 167.0 eV is
associated with the S–O bond on the surface.53 Regarding the
Se element in the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs, three peaks are
involved as shown in Fig. 3f. The two peaks at 54.1 and 55.0 eV
can be assigned to Se 3d5/2 and Se 3d3/2, respectively,

54 and the
broad peak at 60.9 eV reveals the presence of Se–O on the
surface.55

The catalytic activity of the UOR of a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se
HNTs was evaluated in a conventional three-electrode con-
figuration. The effect of urea concentrations on the UOR per-
formance of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs was also evaluated,
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as shown in Fig. S8 (see the ESI†). Obviously, the best UOR per-
formance can be obtained when tested in 1.0 M KOH with
0.5 M urea. The polarization curves of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se
HNTs in 1.0 M KOH and 1.0 M KOH containing 0.5 M urea are
shown in the inset of Fig. 4a. The obvious oxidation peak at
about 1.45 V in the OER curve acquired in 1.0 M KOH can be
ascribed to the formation of oxidation/oxyhydroxide species.56

In contrast, the anodic current density significantly increases
after the addition of 0.5 M urea in 1.0 M KOH, and the as-pre-
pared a-MoS2/CoS HNSs and Co0.85Se NRs also exhibit similar
results (Fig. S9, see the ESI†), indicating that the catalytic
activity of the UOR is superior to that of the OER. Specifically,
as in Fig. 4a, the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNT electrode needs
only 1.38 V to reach a current density of 50 mA cm−2 in the

urea-added electrolyte, which is smaller than 1.42 V needed
for the a-MoS2/CoS HNSs and 1.46 V for Co0.85Se NRs.
Moreover, the UOR performance of the NF substrate is also
evaluated, and the activity is found to be inferior to that of
a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs (Fig. S10a, see the ESI†). The excel-
lent UOR performance of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs is
also found to be superior to most reported UOR electrocata-
lysts such as CoS2 NA/Ti (E10 mA cm−2 = 1.4 V),57 HC-NiMoS/Ti
(E60 mA cm−2 = 1.38 V)58 and so on (Table S1, see the ESI†). The
improved UOR activity of a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs can be
explained by the improved catalytic kinetics which can be
revealed by Tafel plots. As shown in Fig. 4b, the a-MoS2/
CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs show a much lower Tafel slope of
73.9 mV dec−1 than the value of 132.4 mV dec−1 for the

Fig. 3 (a) XRD pattern and (b) Raman spectra of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs. High-resolution XPS spectra of (c) Mo 3d for a-MoS2/CoS/
Co0.85Se HNTs and a-MoS2/CoS HNSs, (d) Co 2p for a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs and Co0.85Se NRs, (e) S 2p and (f ) Se 3d for a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se
HNTs.
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a-MoS2/CoS HNSs and 149.5 mV dec−1 for the Co0.85Se NRs,
demonstrating more favorable reaction kinetics for the UOR
with the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs. Electrochemical impe-
dance spectroscopy (EIS) was employed to further confirm the
improved reaction kinetics. The smallest charge transfer resis-
tance (Rct) value of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs in the
corresponding fitting results (Fig. S11, see the ESI†) reveals
their faster UOR kinetics. In addition, the electrochemical
active surface area was determined based on the double-layer
capacitance (Cdl). As shown in Fig. S12 (see the ESI†), the Cdl

of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs is 33.5 mF cm−2, which is
significantly larger than that of a-MoS2/CoS HNSs (28.7 mF
cm−2) and Co0.85Se NRs (19.5 mF cm−2), illustrating the higher
active site density of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs. The polar-
ization curves of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs, a-MoS2/CoS
HNSs and Co0.85Se NRs were normalized based on the ECSA,

as displayed in Fig. S13 (see the ESI†). It can be seen that the
a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs show the best UOR performance,
suggesting the higher intrinsic electrocatalytic activity which is
induced by the abundant active sites, shorter diffusion
pathways and efficient electronic regulation of the hollow
heterostructure.

The rate capability of the UOR with the a-MoS2/CoS/
Co0.85Se HNT electrode was evaluated at different scan rates.
Fig. S14 in the ESI† displays a negligible current change as the
scan rate varies from 5 mV s−1 to 50 mV s−1, indicating the
efficient charge and mass transport in the UOR catalytic
process.56,59 Fig. S15 (see the ESI†) shows the multi-step
chronopotentiometric curve for the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs
in 1.0 M KOH with 0.5 M urea, where the staircase current
density increases from 10 up to 110 mA cm−2 with an incre-
ment of 10 mA cm−2 per 500 s. The potential responds

Fig. 4 (a) Polarization curves and (b) Tafel plots of various electrodes for the UOR. The inset in (a) shows the polarization curves for the UOR and
OER of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs. (c) Polarization curves and (d) Tafel plots of various electrodes for the HER in 1.0 M KOH with 0.5 M urea. (e)
Chronoamperometry responses recorded on a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs for the UOR and HER at constant applied potentials of 1.45 V and
−160 mV versus RHE, respectively.
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immediately to the change of the current value and remains
constant for an interval of 500 s. The fast chronopotentio-
metric response indicates excellent conductivity, mass trans-
portation and mechanical robustness of the a-MoS2/CoS/
Co0.85Se HNT electrode.60,61 Furthermore, the long-term dura-
bility of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs is investigated via
chronoamperometry measurements with an applied voltage of
1.45 V (vs. RHE). Fig. 4e shows that the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se
HNTs can sustain a stable current density for 35 h, and the
polarization curves before and after the stability test exhibit no
obvious change (Fig. S16, see the ESI†), indicating their
remarkable UOR stability. After long-term stability measure-
ment, the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNT electrode still maintains
the nanotube array morphology (Fig. S17a, see the ESI†), indi-
cating its high structural stability. The above tests demonstrate
that the hollow heterostructured a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNT
electrode is a promising electrocatalyst to achieve exceptional
UOR activity.

The catalytic performance of the HER of the a-MoS2/CoS/
Co0.85Se HNTs was also examined by the method of linear
sweep voltammetry (LSV) in 1.0 M KOH with 0.5 M urea. As
shown in Fig. 4c, the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNT electrode
exhibits an overpotential of 127 mV at a current density of
10 mA cm−2, which is much lower than that shown by
a-MoS2/CoS HNSs (142 mV) and Co0.85Se NRs (242 mV) and
also outperforms those of some recently reported electrocata-
lysts as listed in Table S2 (see the ESI†). Furthermore, the
HER performance of the NF substrate is also evaluated as a
comparison, and the activity is found to be much lower than
that shown by a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs (Fig. S10b, see the
ESI†). The corresponding Tafel slopes of the a-MoS2/CoS/
Co0.85Se HNTs (110.6 mV dec−1), a-MoS2/CoS HNSs
(121.0 mV dec−1) and Co0.85Se NRs (145.6 mV dec−1) are
shown in Fig. 4d, verifying the more favorable kinetics of
a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs for the HER. The EIS results
shown in Fig. S18 (see the ESI†) provide further evidence to
their faster catalytic kinetics. In addition, the ECSA-normal-
ized polarization curves were also utilized to reveal the intrin-
sic activity of the as-prepared electrocatalysts. As shown in
Fig. S19 (see the ESI†), the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs display
the highest HER performance among all of the three
samples. The influence of urea on the HER process was also
evaluated. As shown in Fig. S20 (see the ESI†), there is no
apparent shift between the two polarization curves in 1.0 M
KOH with and without 0.5 M urea for the a-MoS2/CoS/
Co0.85Se HNTs, indicating little contribution of urea to the
HER, which is in accordance with what was reported in the
literature.19 Moreover, long-term stability was evaluated by
chronoamperometry measurements at the applied voltage of
−160 mV (vs. RHE), and as shown in Fig. 4e, the HER activity
remains for at least 35 h. The a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNT elec-
trode still maintains the nanotube array morphology after the
long-term HER test (Fig. S17b, see the ESI†), further confirm-
ing its high structural stability.

Inspired by the exceptional electrocatalytic abilities of the
UOR and HER with the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNT electrode, a

two-electrode system using a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs as both
an anode and a cathode (a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs∥a-MoS2/
CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs) was assembled to evaluate the performance
of electrochemical hydrogen generation. For the aim of com-
parison, overall water splitting in 1.0 M KOH was also con-
ducted using the same electrode configuration. As shown in
Fig. 5a, the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs∥a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se
HNTs in 1.0 M KOH with 0.5 M urea is superior to water split-
ting, exhibiting a cell voltage of 1.42 V to drive the current
density of 10 mA cm−2 (1.51 V for water splitting). Meanwhile,
we also fabricated two other electrolyzers consisting of an
a-MoS2/CoS HNS electrode (a-MoS2/CoS HNSs∥a-MoS2/CoS
HNSs) and a Co0.85Se NR electrode (Co0.85Se NRs∥Co0.85Se NRs)
for comparison. As shown in Fig. S21 (see the ESI†), both the
electrolyzers require larger voltages than the a-MoS2/CoS/
Co0.85Se HNTs to achieve the same current density, namely,
1.48 V for a-MoS2/CoS HNSs and 1.63 V for Co0.85Se NRs,
respectively. Compared with the a-MoS2/CoS HNSs and Co0.85Se
NRs, the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs electrocatalyst shows the
best performance for UOR, HER and cell voltages (Fig. 5b),
revealing its superior efficiency of urea-assisted electrochemical
hydrogen production. The long-term durability of overall urea
electrolysis was evaluated via galvanostatic measurements, and
the voltage of the electrolyzer exhibits negligible change after
55 h at a constant current density of 10 mA cm−2, as shown in
Fig. 5c. These results confirm that replacing the ordinary OER
with the UOR is an efficient strategy to realize energy-saving
electrocatalytic hydrogen generation. The SEM images of the
nanotube arrays after electrolysis in Fig. S22 (see the ESI†)
display that the catalysts on both the anode and cathode elec-
trodes maintain their original nanotube structure, suggesting
excellent durability of the samples. Furthermore, the chemical
states of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs after the UOR were
investigated by XPS measurements. As shown in Fig. S23a and
b (see the ESI†), the peaks for the Mo–S bond become weak and
the peaks for Co0 disappear along the appearance of the peaks
for Co3+ after the UOR, which reveals the formation of metal
oxides/hydroxides on the surface of the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se
HNTs in the UOR process. The enhanced peak intensity for the
S–O and Se–O bonds and the absence of the peaks for Se 3d
(Fig. S23c and d, see the ESI†) further indicate the oxidation
reaction occurring on the surface of the sample, and the metal
oxyhydroxides are recognized as the active species for the
UOR.14 Moreover, considering the sustainable and portable
convenience, a commercial 1.5 V battery was employed as the
electric source to drive the energy conversion system, and the
constructed battery-assisted overall urea electrolysis electrolyzer
is shown in Fig. 5d. Both anodic N2/CO2 and cathodic H2

bubbles can be clearly observed by taking a closer look at this
system (inset of Fig. 5d). The realization of the battery-driven
hydrogen conversion system based on the a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se
HNTs∥a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs demonstrates its promise for
practical conversion and storage of hydrogen energy.

The achieved superior catalytic performance of the a-MoS2/
CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs can be ascribed to the following aspects:
(1) the open hollow structure not only endows the a-MoS2/CoS/
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Co0.85Se HNTs with abundant mass diffusion pathways to
achieve fast reaction kinetics, but also provide more active sites
to facilitate catalytic reactions; (2) the efficient electronic modu-
lation due to the Co–Mo–S phase in the heterostructured nano-
tubes leads to a faster electron transfer and a positive synergistic
effect which further improve the catalytic performance; (3) the
heterostructured nanotubes grow directly on the NF substrate
without the use of any binder which facilitates the exposure of
more active sites and the release of gas bubbles.

4. Conclusions

In summary, multi-component and hollow structured a-MoS2/
CoS/Co0.85Se HNTs have been synthesized via an ingenious one-
pot strategy and a “shielding-to-etching” mechanism has been
identified which involves the first growth of a shielding layer
coated on the nanorods and then the further etching of the core
nanorods to obtain the final nanotube structure. Benefiting
from the advantages of abundant active sites, shorter diffusion
pathways and efficient electronic regulation of the hollow
heterostructure, the derived a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNT electrode
shows dramatically enhanced electrocatalytic activity for both
the UOR and HER. A two-electrode electrolyzer composed of
a-MoS2/CoS/Co0.85Se HNT electrodes as both the anode and
cathode exhibits a small cell voltage of 1.42 V to attain the
current density of 10 mA cm−2, which is in the leading range

of noble-metal-free urea electrolyzers to date. Furthermore, a
battery-driven overall urea electrolysis device has been con-
structed which shows the viability of energy-saving and large-
scale hydrogen production. The facile one-pot method we devel-
oped in this work demonstrates a prospective strategy to con-
struct multi-component transition metal-based hollow nano-
structures with efficient electronic modulation as a promising
electrocatalyst for urea-assisted energy-saving H2 production.
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